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Testimonials  

 
       “Sandra Reich and Maïté Gomez take women on a wonderful journey out of the traps that block 

relationship happiness and onto the road of satisfying relationships: “How Cinderella Grew Up and 
Became a Happy Empowered Woman” teaches women to master the strategies of the dance of 
relationships from two experts in the field” 
‘Dr Laurie Betito  
Psychologist, Sex Therapist and Radio Host 

 
     

      “We all know the tale of the brave hero rescuing the distressed princess. My industry is responsible for 
perpetuating that annoying cliché, and unfortunately little girls and grown women the world over cling to 
it. Well, it took thirty-five years and oodles of therapy before I realized the truth: I need to be the hero in 
my own life! But now the journey to empowerment has just gotten easier. Once upon a time-How 
Cinderella Grew Up and Became a Happy Empowered Woman offers a brave new path where anything is 
possible - and the best part, it’s all up to us. With clarity, compassion and sharp insight, Reich and Gomez 
break down everything we THOUGHT we knew about love, relationships and ourselves. They demystify 
and deconstruct all of those bumps that impede our quest for happiness. This must be mandatory reading 
for every woman, especially teenagers, because we all deserve to “live happily ever after!" 

‘Tracey Deer- Gemini Award Winning Film Director 

  
      
        “Once upon a time how Cinderella Grew up and Became a Happy Empowered Woman” teaches concepts 

that can dramatically change women’s lives. Sandra and Maïté have successfully and efficiently used 
fairy tale metaphors to highlight dangerous patterns that women fall into, (that show up in my practice 
daily) and written down solutions in a self-help book that can dramatically change women’s lives and 
relationships. This is a “must read” for any woman and especially any woman who has had challenges in 
their relationships (and who has not?). The path to being a happy empowered woman involves 
understanding and overcoming set ups that block the way so you can live the life of your dreams. This 
book has a serious hard core road map written out for you. You will be amazed from the moment you 
open page one – you will see yourself, your patterns and find solutions.  You will not be able to put this 
one down. If you are a woman, “Once upon a time how Cinderella Grew up and Became a Happy 
Empowered Woman” is a must read. 
 
‘Solline Feld M.A, M.F.T 
Psychologist 
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Caretaker 

The disease of caretaking is one we became fascinated with 
many years ago. We have alluded to it throughout this book as it 
leaks into both victimization and martyrdom complex. 

   We both grew up thinking that caretaking meant being kind, 
and being kind was strongly reinforced in our families. We 
suspect that it was in yours too. Why do we say this? Well, 
because caretaking is considered a highly valued female quality. 
We are, after all, the mothers of our societies, the ones who make 
sure our families run smoothly and the ones who tend to look 
after our mates. As women and mothers our role has always been 
to care for those in our immediate surroundings and in large part, 
the community. So what is the problem? 

 
There are big problems with caretaking. 
 
Caretaking literally means assuming the mental and physical 

well-being of another. There are professional caretakers—
therapists, nurses, and doctors, for instance but it is important to 
note that professional caretakers are paid for their services, 
making their relationships with their patients reciprocally 
beneficial. Without this reciprocity, these relationships would 
quickly slip into dysfunction. This is the same problem we saw 
with martyrs. 

 

 Healthy Adult relationships are based on reciprocity.  

Caretaking another without this healthy balance is often 
referred to as Codependency. It is no longer healthy to keep 



giving to another with the hope of change (caretakers always are 
caretaking to (unconsciously perhaps) elicit some sort of change 
or control the outcome of a situation. 

As Marlene M. Maheu  puts it, “Codependency is a type of 
relationship where an individual gives of themselves, even when 
they do not want to, or shouldn’t for their own welfare.” 8  

So why do people caretake when they are not paid 
professionals?  

 



Payoffs 

Control: 
 

The sad fact is that while there are payoffs to being a caretaker, 
these payoffs are ultimately very dysfunctional. One of the key 
payoffs is control. The theory goes like this: If I take care of 
another person, I gain the illusion of control where I am going to 
get that person to do what I want him or her to do. Although this 
situation rarely maintains itself, at first it seems that the 
caretaking is gaining you exactly what you want. Then suddenly, 
one day, you realize that the person/thing/situation you thought 
you were controlling is controlling you. You find yourself 
obsessing and strategizing to make sure the “other” does what 
you think would be best while they are “chilling out”…  From 
their perspective why stress? They have you there to stress for 
them. What has gone wrong here? Who is controlling whom? 

 
Temporary high: 
 
Another significant payoff for caretakers is it temporarily 

inflates one’s self-esteem. The reasoning is that I must be very 
important if I am showing someone else the right way to do 
things and thus showing the person the errors of his or her ways. 
Sadly, this kind of “drug hit” is short-lived and is not a real 
source of self-esteem. 

 
Caretaking that involves one-sided giving and receiving 

nothing in return is almost a type of addictive behavior that is 
bound to cause problems. 



It is in essence, taking on an “I know better” position disguised 
as kindness or helpfulness. Even a professional caretaker such as 
a therapist must be paid for his or her services. Why? If the help 
given by the caretaker is not reciprocated in the form of payment, 
then it becomes one sided and thus dysfunctional caretaking. 

 
 
 



Caretaking vs Kindness 
Let’s first distinguish between caretaking and acts of kindness 

toward people you love. Caretakers tend to think they know what 
is best for others and that is part of what motivates them to 
“help.” This is the beginning of a slippery slope, as healthy 
relationships are based on knowing that only you know what is 
best for yourself. When you rob someone of going on their own 
journey, bumps and all- you are not in kindness, you are in 
caretaking. 

 
A big clue that you are caretaking is that caretaking is 

exhausting and tends to deplete you, whereas kindness actually 
feels energizing. 

 
One of the safest ways of knowing whether you have slipped 

into caretaking is to check whether your cup is full, so to speak. 
Have you attended to your own needs and desires before 
“helping” someone else? If you have, you will feel great. If you 
have not attended to your basic needs but instead are helping 
someone else, you will undoubtedly display symptoms of 
exhaustion, anxiety, or depression, or even symptoms of physical 
ailments. Does this speak to you? A true caretaker will think 
taking care of her needs first as being selfish. The truth, 
however, is that taking care of your own needs allows you to be 
of greater service to the world and to the people around you. You 
are happy and healthy because your needs are being met, and 
thus you can really be of help to others, not only in direct ways 
but also by role modeling what happy and healthy looks like. 

 
Interestingly, true caretaking women tend to attract needy 



personality types; they are a natural draw. You lovingly rescue 
the needy, wounded person, and initially, your self-esteem gets a 
boost. Sadly, this boost is similar to a drug hit, and as with all 
addictions, such behavior is not healthy, and you will need more 
and more hits (more rescues) as you go along. 

 
At the beginning of the relationship the needy, wounded person 

will demonstrate tremendous gratitude to you for revealing the 
error of his or her ways. As the relationship begins to mature the 
person in the role of the "cared for" will be furious with you for 
meddling in his or her business. When that day comes, you will 
be deeply hurt because of all you have done for that person. You 
will realize that your relationship with that person was created 
out of the subtle yet toxic nature of caretaking and not 
necessarily out of love. This is often referred to in Psychological 
literature as Co-dependency a psychological term for 
dysfunctional caretaking. 

 
A big clue to determining whether you tend towards 

codependency/caretaking is to see whether you jump to fix other 
people’s problems and unconsciously foster  dependence. 
Healthy, non-caretaking responses to a problem will just simply 
involve empathizing with the problem and allowing the other 
person to solve it in whatever manner they deem fit (even if you 
think you know better). It is their journey to figure out what 
works and what does not. Ironically, the true caretaker 
unconsciously likes the dependence created, as it gives the 
illusion that she/he will not be abandoned by the other person, 
and yet the emptiness that this kind of relationship creates is far 
worse than the original fear. Further, if all your relationship 
choices are based on avoiding abandonment- what happens to 



you in that equation? You have already been abandoned… by 
yourself.                          

 
Pay attentionwhen practicing “kindness” as to whether or not 

the act you are doing is energizing or depleting.  
 
When you are engaging in true kindness you feel good.  When 

you are caretaking, you walk away rolling your eyes, sighing and 
usually grumbling about not being appreciated. 

 
 

To thine own self be true… 

 



Secret Wish of Caretaking 
Have you ever wondered what caretakers secretly long for? 

Have you ever wondered about the motivation of a caretaker? 
Let's begin with the premise that humans generally are not 
selfless. We may do acts of selflessness but we are not selfless in 
that we do good things to feel good. So if we are not inherently 
selfless, and yet we are involved in continual caretaking, what do 
we want in return? 

 
The secret wish of caretakers is…to be taken care of. It makes 

sense—as humans we often give what we would like to receive. 
The sad reality is that caretaking does not invite being taken care 
of. It actually invites exploitation. This may be surprising to 
learn. If this is something you’ve struggled with, maybe you are 
disappointed in yourself more than surprised. 

 
Be encouraged, the cycle can be broken today! 



The Antidote 
So what actually happens when you fall into the trap of 

dysfunctional caretaking (and we do not mean being kind—we 
mean caretaking)? To put it simply, the other person gets his/her 
cup filled, but what happens to your cup? If your cup is full to 
begin with, you are not caretaking, you are engaging in kindness 
and generosity, and it will make you feel happy and energized 
rather than depleted. 

 
Most caretakers have very empty pockets. Many are exhausted, 

bitter, and often showing symptoms of anxiety, depression, or 
physical illness. Remarkably, the people they are obsessively 
taking care of, albeit troubled, thrive under the attention they are 
receiving.  

 
The entire dynamic of a caretaking relationship revolves 

around an over-functioning partner (often the woman, though not 
always) with an under-functioning mate or counterpart- (the 
under-functioner can be your growing child). The most 
frustrating part is that the caretaker, through the illusion of 
control (more on this later), believes that the under-functioner 
will step up to the plate sooner or later. The question is that as 
long as the under-functioning person in the relationship is being 
fed so much attention, why on earth would that person change his 
or her ways? 

 
 
So it is time to fill up your pockets. How do you replenish? 

What do you do to show your own importance to yourself? The 



answer is simple:  Make yourself your own project and the 
dynamics of your relationship will naturally change. 

 
 

 



Balance: Where Do You Give Your 
Attention? 

A question you might want to ask yourself to determine 
whether or not you are slipping into the realm of dysfunctional 
caretaking is: Am I receiving as much as I am giving in this 
relationship (more or less—no score sheets needed)? If not, don’t 
kid yourself, the relationship is slipping out of balance and into 
"dysfunctionland." 

 
In the field of psychology, reinforcement is considered a key 

factor as to why people do the things they do. One of the biggest 
reinforcements of all is attention, negative or positive. When the 
act of caretaking is done with the hope that a change in behavior 
will occur in the one being cared for, the result is often 
disastrous. The change will probably never happen. As a 
caretaker you are simply encouraging the victim mindset. The 
person being cared for is being reinforced in his or her helpless 
or even hopeless ways. For many the state of being cared for is 
far too enjoyable to deny. Why would the person want to change 
that? 

 
Where do you put your attention? What we give attention to 

grows, even bad behaviors, can be reinforced. 
 

 
True caretakers have personality types that naturally and 

quite easily neglect the self. The question is why? They are 
too busy caretaking and controlling their environment. 



Ironically, the person being taken care of does not grow or heal 
his or her issues. This is because caretaking keeps the receiver 
of the care in a position of continual dependence, and growth 
can only be achieved through independence. The true nature of 
the caretaker is to give without reserve, and expect nothing in 
return. The tragedy between the giver and receiver lies in the 
lack of growth within each partner. Compare this to a caterpillar 
in its cocoon, it needs to struggle to get out and become a 
butterfly. If you help the caterpillar out of the cocoon, it will 
usually die. If you let it struggle, it will come out when the time 
is right and grow into a beautiful butterfly. 

 
Let go… 
 
Humans are the same. When we take the struggle out of 

someone’s hands, we enable the person to stay stuck in the 
cocoon. They start to feel they will “die” without us which might 
appeal to our ego but is hardly healthy. We are interfering with 
the person’s process. When we allow the person the opportunity 
to sort out his or her issues and break out of the cocoon, they 
have the opportunity to become a butterfly. If he or she does not, 
it's doubtful you could have saved them. In some ways we are on 
a lonely journey. We cannot save others.  As experienced 
practitioners we can assure you people save themselves… let 
them. 

 
So what is the cure for caretaking? Are we meant to become 

selfish narcissists? Throughout  our  years  of  pract ice  
many of  our  clients have been very concerned about this. 



 
 



Good News/Bad News 
Caretakers are the nicest people you will ever meet. The guru 

on caretaking codependent behaviors, Melodie Beattie, highlights  
this  concept  in  her life-changing  book, Codependent No More, 
a must read for anyone struggling with this issue. The good news 
regarding these personality types is that they really cannot 
become selfish narcissists, but that is also part of the bad news. 
Caretaking is a tendency that at best gets managed not cured. 

 
Other women, mothers, wives, daughters and society in general 

will attempt to put us back into the role of caretaker time and 
again if we let them.  

 
Furthermore, we might be shamed or made to feel guilty if we 

do not accept this role. But it is not an all-or-nothing concept. 
You can be nice, and you can stay loving and considerate. To 
change the dysfunctional pattern of excessive caretaking you 
have to ask yourself some serious questions and be ready to 
reframe your state of mind. 

 
Whatever you are giving out to others, are you giving to 

yourself? 

Be honest now. Remember the concept of attention. Do you 
give yourself the same amount of attention that you afford the 
person you are trying to help? If the answer is no, you are in a 
dysfunctional relationship that can only become dangerous. A 
good way of tracking this is to think about this in terms of an 
“empty pocket” theory. Can you give a dollar to someone when 
your pockets are empty? No. Giving your love, attention, and 



care to another person when you have not given to yourself is 
like giving a dollar from an empty pocket. You are giving what 
you do not have. 

Not only is that completely depleting to you but how can it 
possibly be considered taking good, proper care of another? It 
actually sends a mixed message. You yourself are not walking 
the walk and yet you are asking someone else to do just that. 

 
Walk the walk…your own walk. 

 
Do you think you know best? 

If you are operating from a position of knowing what is best 
for others, you are veering off in the direction of dysfunctional 
caretaking, right into full fledged codependency, and you are 
definitely not acting in kindness. We only know what is best for 
ourselves. Only trained professionals can give unbiased advice 
on what might be best for someone else, and even then, only 
when the advice is solicited by that person. 

 
It is not our job to teach others the errors of their ways… 
 
 
One of the most empowering things you can do for others is to 

trust their ability to solve their own problems. Take a moment to 
examine yourself. Do you believe the person in question can deal 
with his or her own life, or have you fallen into the “savior 
complex,” where you believe that only you can save the person? 
We assure you, even as trained professionals who have worked 
with and been credited with helping hundreds of people, we 
know a secret: We did not save them; they saved themselves. 



That is the key. 
 

Ultimately, people save themselves… or not. 
 
 

 

 



Questions to Ask Yourself to Immunize 
Against Caretaking Fallout 

 
Are you feeling anxious or depressed lately? 

Feeling anxious or depressed might be a symptom alerting you 
that you might have fallen into caretaking. Giving with empty 
pockets and with an exaggerated sense of responsibility lends 
itself to anxiety and/or depression symptoms. 

 
 

Do you have a preponderance of “needy” people around 
you? 

Dysfunctional caretaking attracts people with problems, so if 
you find yourself wondering why everyone comes to you with 
his or her problems, you have probably fallen into the trap of 
caretaking. 

 
If anyone tries to complicate your life, turn and walk away 

from them. (Caroline Myss9) 

 

Do you clearly know the difference between empathizing 
with someone and fixing someone? 

Fixing someone is getting into a dance with him or her, and it 
is definitely caretaking/codependent. Empathizing with 
someone’s problems is not an energy zapper and it allows the 
person to find his or her own solutions. 



The expression, “Love thy neighbor as you would yourself,” 
implies that you will love yourself first. Hear it again: “Love 
your neighbor as you would yourself.” How is your love affair 
going with yourself? If you find yourself feeling a bit uneasy at 
this question, then the chances are there is not exactly a love 
affair going on with yourself. Many of our clients find the 
concept of having love relationships with themselves a bit 
boring. Having said that, they often complain and are upset about 
why their lives are lacking in external love. 

 
Many years ago, Sandra coined an equation that is now known 

as the” Reich” equation: 
 

The love outside of yourself is directly proportionate to the 
love you give yourself. 

 
Let's allow that one to sink in for a few moments longer. 
 

The love outside of yourself is directly proportionate to the 
love you give yourself. 

 
How much love are you giving yourself? 

If not much, then how much love can come to you? 

Caretakers are busy caretaking others and not loving 
themselves, and yet caretakers, like all people, crave to be loved 
and dedicate a lot of effort to getting love. 



This formula will only lead to self-defeat. 

 

This is an excerpt from “Once Upon A Time: How Cinderella 
Grew Up and Became a Happy Empowered Woman” 

To order book: www.amazon.com or for further information 
contact us @ www.empoweredwomenworkshops.com or 
www.helpforanxietydepression.com 

To listen to Sandra on radio: Thursdays at 6pm Eastern Time 
or to her archived shows: www.straighttalksandrareich.com 
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